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REAL TIME ADAPTIVE FILTER
IMPLEMENTATION FOR SYSTEM

IDENTIFICATION AND NOISE ELIMINATION

Filters are the most important instrument that play a vital role in
signal processing application such as audio equalizers, image
processing etc. So in our proposed algorithm, we have utilized an
adaptive filter for system identification and noise elimination.
Identification of the system is necessary for the filter implementation;
this is accomplished using Least Men Square (LMS). Noise is a
feature that varies continuously if the device is used remotely, so we
require an adaptation technique to cater any kind of noise that can
affect our system and negate the effects of that noise for providing
a better signal quality. Mean Squared Error is reduced at a certain
interval of time as it adapts to the original signal. Our proposed
algorithm performed according to the desired expectations and can
be implemented in numerous audio applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this fast developing Technology era where the high performance computing is desired,
the advancement in the field of communication can also be witnessed. For Digital
Processing System the flexibility, high speed and parallel computation are highly desired
which cannot be availed by ASIC due to its limited flexibility and operating capabilities
simultaneously. There are widely been used in the applications where high performance
along with the complex algorithms are involved. The arenas where FPGA’s can be seen
but are not limited to the Renewable Energy Systems, Power Converters and Filters
etc.
The presence of a transfer function in the auxiliary- path following the adaptive filter
and/or in the error-path, as in the case of active noise control, has been shown to
generally degrade the performance of the LMS algorithm [2-6]. The method based on
Stochastic is present in the above mentioned paper as solution. It is worthwhile to
mention here that the LMS algorithm applied in this research for noise Reduction does
provide any evidence on the efficiency of algorithm [7-9].
This paper investigates the audio noise reduction in the Digital Systems by the help of
an Adaptive Filters. In this paper the behavior of an unknown system was estimated
to be a chebyshev low pass filter. The added noise was then eliminated by the help of
adaptive Filter ’s using Least Mean Square algorithm (LMS) [3-5].

2. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
It is imperative to identify the unknown system as it provides us with information to
design a filter to eliminate noise from the system. There are various means of identifying
an unknown system. In our proposed system we have implemented LMS (Least Mean
square) algorithm for the identification process. Unknown system is often unpredictable
and fairly hard to operate, so after identification we know the system frequency response.

Figure1: Block diagram of adaptive system identification
In Figure 1, s(n) represents an unknown systems output provided with an input signal
x(n) to estimate the process usually an Impulse function is used as an input. LMS
algorithm block estimated the modeled output by using an error signal e(n) and estimated
the response which is approximately equal to the unknown system by minimizing the
error. The approximated output is represented by k (n).

               Qn+1= Qn+ µ.e(n).x(n)(1)
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Equation (1) is an updating equation of LMS, where µ is a convergence factor and Q_n
are the adjustable coefficient. Error signal is given in equation (2)

e(n)=s(n)-y(n)(2)

If takes square of equation (2) we gain equation (3) where E(e2(n)) is basically an
expected mean squared error, this is the parameter that needs to be reduced constantly
so as to get an approximated response of an unknown system k(n) as shown in Figure
1.

E(e2(n))=E(s2(n))-2QE(s(n)x(n)+Q2E(x2(n))    (3)

Figure 2: Input Signal of an unknown signal in Time Domain

Figure 3: Frequency response of an unknown system
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Figure 4: Unknown system Output in Time Domain

Figure 5: Adaptive Filter Estimated Output in Time Domain

Figure 6: Error Response
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Figure 2 represents the input signal to our unknown system which is basically the
combinations of different tones. Figure3 represents the frequency response of an
unknown system which resembles to that of an IIR Chebyshev low pass filter,

G(Z)=

Equation (4) is a general equation for the IIR Filter. Figure 4 is the output signal of our
unknown system denoted by s (n) and figure 5 is an Adaptive filter output, we can
observe that both the signals are almost identical. These initial samples are basically
the learning process or adaptation period in which it tends to minimize the error by
learning the approximate predicted weighted value of Q_(n+1) from equation (1). Figure
.6 represents an error signal that is minimizing gradually due to the learning process
after some samples as shown in Table. 1.

Table 1: Mean Squared Error (MSE) of 50 samples

So the cumulative Mean Squared error (MSE) is -1.3114e-04 and the Variance is 1.3437.
Variance obtained from our estimation is very small; hence we can conclude that we
have achieved our desired system response.

Figure 7: Input Signal in Frequency Domain

Number of Samples Mean Squared Error
(MSE) for 50 samples

0-49 -0.2027
50-99 0.1808
100-149 0.1192
150-199 -0.0122
200-249 -1.892e-03

250-299 1.064e-04

    ---     ---
2450-2499 -1.782e-04



Figure 8: Unknown System’s Output in Frequency domain

Figure 9: Adaptive Filter output Signal in Frequency Domain

Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9 represents the Input Signal, Unknown system output
and Adaptive Filter Output respectively in frequency domain.

Figure 10: System Identification Software Model
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Figure 10 represents the software model of the System identification algorithm. In the
first step system is initialized and input signal is generated using a mike or any other
audio input device to feed it to the unknown system and in Adaptive Filter simultaneously.
An unknown system will generate its output; we know the frequency response of the
system’s output. Using that output and an adaptive filter output an error signal will be
generated, which feedback to the adaptive filter, and we acquired an Estimated
Approximate Output for our desired samples.

3. NOISE ELEMINATION
After the identification it is possible that our system output is affected by some random
noise, so to negate the effect of this noise, we have implemented another Adaptive
algorithm for noise elimination.

Figure 11: Noise Elimination Model
In Figure (11), y(n) is an estimated response of an unknown system and p(n) is a
reference noise affecting output response of an unknown system. Here k_2 (n) is a
filtered output response of our desired system which has recently identified using the
LMS algorithm.

Figure 12: Original Speech Signal in Time Domain
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Figure 13: Corrupted Speech Signal in Time Domain

Figure 14: Reference Noise Signal in Time Domain

Figure 15: Filtered Speech signal in Time Domain
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In Figure 12, we have taken a speech signal, and some random noise is affecting t
represented in Figure13and Figure14 is a reference noise. Figure15 is a filtered output
response.

Figure 16: Original Spectrum in frequency domain

Figure 17: Corrupted Spectrum in Frequency Domain

Figure 18: Filtered Spectrum in Frequency Domain
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Figures 16, 17 and 18 represent the response of the original signal, corrupted signaland
Filtered signal in frequency domain.

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In light of results accumulated, we have added some more conclusive results of MATLAB
build in sound signals for noise elimination and the results were acceptable as they
were for the real time audio signals. Errors are reduced as it searches for its actual
signal and tends to find the desired coefficients for the input signal with respect to the
system response. Figure.19 and 20 are the representation of the MATLAB sound in
time and frequency domain, we can see the input of reference noise and its removal.

Figure 19: MATLAB sound filtering in Time Domain

Figure 20: MATLAB sound filtering in Frequency Domain
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Figure 21: Handle sound filtering in Time Domain

Figure 22: Handle sound filtering in Frequency Domain
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CONCLUSION
The conclusion drawn from the analysis yield the following result, Initially the process
of Prediction was performed via Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm where the system
was identified by the help of its input and output response. The prediction showed some
acceptable variance from the original signal. However, the overall prediction yields the
expected results. The second phase of the research was the removal of Gaussian noise
from the Original Signal, which was done by the help of Adaptive Filter. For adaptive
filtering, Least Mean Square algorithm was implemented and the results obtained were
close enough to the desired results.
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